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Napa Oriental is promoting California wines aggressively in China through cooperation with ATO.  

This is the product of long-term market development efforts through multiple FAS programs 
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From Napa Valley to Zhengzhou:  
 
ATO/Beijing’s cooperation with Zhengzhou-based wine club Napa Wine Country (NWC) is a good example of 
how long-term efforts help to build markets, as well as the importance of China’s fast-growing second-tier 
markets to the future of import growth.  The story begins with a CSSF-funded wine seminar in Beijing, organized 
by ATO.  Faced with stiff competition from other countries in major urban areas such as Beijing, ATO made a 
specific effort to reach out to potential buyers in other cities.  These buyers, typically overlooked by other 
countries’ educational efforts, funded their own travel for the chance to participate in high quality training. 
 
Among the travelers were staff from a Zhengzhou-based chain of wine clubs, called Napa Wine Country.  
Zhengzhou is a fast-growing city of roughly 7 million, located in the heart of China’s wheat growing and food 
processing region.  Already committed to Napa Valley wines, NWC was interested in educating their staff to 
make better purchasing decisions and recommendations to their customers.  Shortly after participating in the 
training, NWC’s parent company took the unexpected step of purchasing Napa-based winery Silenus in 2010, in 
the process also becoming a member of USDA Cooperator Group the Napa Valley Vintners.   
 
The availability of a strong supporter in Zhengzhou encouraged ATO to reach out to that city with a wine 
education seminar and mini trade-show in 2012.  ATO arranged for 12 Beijing-based importer/distributors of 
U.S. wines (including NWC) to conduct a tabletop trade show in that city, as well as a seminar on U.S. wines next 
door.  NWC’s participation helped to ensure strong recruitment among local buyers, and the event was 
massively oversubscribed, with roughly 400 winesellers packing into a seminar originally planned for 200.  The 
Beijing-based importers who participated in the event were very happy with the leads they were able to identify 
during the event, and the novelty of outreach to a city like Zhengzhou garnered national-level coverage in China 
Daily.   
 
By 2012, NWC’s parent company decided to launch their own import and distribution arm specializing in Napa 
wines, Napa Oriental.  In 2013, ATO has worked with Napa Oriental on several occasions, connecting them with 
the Foreign Commercial Service to connect with corporate accounts; helping them make connections at the 
National Restaurant Association show; and supporting an event at the Ambassador’s Residence (as part of a 
Napa Valley Vintners delegation).   
 
As of 2013, Napa Oriental was shipping 8 containers of California wine per year.  In 2014, they plan to expand 
their product line to include U.S. foodstuffs. 

  

  

  

  

                     

  

 


